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FA~ILY VioLENCE Police house calls in Helsinki, Ffnland in 1977 

'Abstract 

The data in this paper were collected in 1977 in the main police units of 
Helsinki. Altogether 264 house calls (cases when the police is asked 'to 
solve problems at homes) were recorded over a two-week p'eriod. 

Fami ly violence is, found to consist of three categories: battered children, 
family disputes and mental cruelty. Police are mainly c~lled to solve 
fami ly disputes. Only three cases of battered chi ldren were recorded 
during the police observation period. 

Family conflicts are c.haracterised by the very co~mon use of alcohol. J 
Police are generally called to visit "underdog" families. Every fourth 
case of police house calls was to families already known by the police 
for the same problems. 

Unrestrained us~ of verbal aggression is characteristic of the content 
of disputes, in which those involved shout at and threaten each other. 
Physical violence appeared in ev~ry fourth case of police house calls. 

The nature of family violence is discussed and comparisons with foreign 
studies are made. ,Further studies are proposed. 

~ami)y violence has 'atoused much discussion in the 1970's. From a hot 

debate (see e.g. Pizzey 1974) a number of studies have gradually emerged 

(see Eekelaar & Katz 1978, Freeman 1979, Martin 1978, Steinmetz & Straus 

1974). Research has, however, been greatly influenced by the public 

debate, and many fundamental questions have remained vague and in dispute. 

In this paper I shall seek to discuss the concept and content of family 

violence and its links t~ some social problems. Material is derived from 

a police study where house calls by the Helsinki police were investigated 

in autumn of 1977. 
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Family vio1enc~ is often understood as physical violence. This is 

especially stressed in the terms "battered women ll or Ilwife beatingll, 
. ' 
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which are often taken ~s synonyms for family violence and which define 

the phenomena too narrowly, in my opinion. Far.li Iy violence has been 

limited to physical violence by Mi lle~ (1975), who concentrates on 

.studying only attested physical assaults, and by Gayford (1978, 19), who 

thinks that mental cruelty is too vague a concept to be used in this 

connection. 

There are also a number of studies in which a broader concept of fami Iy 

violence is employed (Straus 1978, Jaffe et alia 1978). Rarely has the 

concept, however, been systematically considered (a notable exception is 

Steinmetz & Straus 1974). 

First of all, think it is important to make the distinction between 

acute and chronic family violence (figure I). Mental cruelty in its 

Hollywood-divorce connotation then falls into the chronic box of the 

figure, usually being long-lasting and sometimes reciprocal. A good 

example of this kind of family violence is found in Albee1s classic play, 

IIWho is afraid of Vi rginia Woolf?11 

Of course, it is not very e'asy to draw the line between acute and chronic 

family violence. Even acute family disputes may occur quite chronicly, 

as it is in fact shown later. Here, however, greater interest lays in 

the deed itself and less in the reproductivity of the crisis. 

It seems important also to differentiate between family violence which 

is directed towards children and the disputes between the grown-up 

members of the fami ly. There are many studies showing a non-overlap of 

these and many differences in their characteristics (Gibbens 1975, Gil 

1973, Marsden 1978, McClintock 1978, Thompson 1978). These differences 

are e.g. sex of the assaulting party, time of the deed and the role of 

alcohol. Gayford (1978) and Martin (1978) stress, however, the common 

elements of these two kinds of family violence in order to emphasize 

possible common explanation theories (learning, theories) and treatment 

policies. In my opin,ion, the distinct'ion qetween the battered children 
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syndrome and the conflicts ~f adults is important just for same reasons. 

One could think that a mother hitting her baby and a husband a~saulting 

his wife may need different treatment services. 

In acute fami ly ,vioh~nce I have also made the distinction between verbal 

and physical family vIolence, as a Finnish psychiatrist st'ates: "cl slap 

with words may hurt as much as a physical blow." (Mattila 1978). 

FIGURE~. Different types of family violence 
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There are very few surveys of fami ly violence based on representative 

samples (in the USA, Straus 1978). It is difficult to evaluate their 

reliabi lity because of the privacy that surrounds family violence to keep 

it hidden. Straus (1978) suggests that their estimates of fami ly 

violence in the US are strongly underrepresentativ.e and also give a 

doubled figure of its incidence. That seems to be a common feature in 

studies on family violence, and Marsden (1978, l12-ll3) claims that 

researchers have more often overestimated figures 'in their zeal to con

vince the public that it is a real social problem. Persson (1977, 17) is 

in fact very sceptical as to whether ~t is at all possible to reveal 

family violence in surveys. The same problem is constantly encountered, 

however, in alcohol research, and delicate methods have been developed 

in this field to improve the capabi lity of surveys, so why not here 

(Makela 1971). 
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Another way to study fami ly' violence is t.o trace cases originating 

through physicians, hospitals, soci~l agenci~s and· police. Here it seems 

to me that one's selection of authority wi·ll strongly influence the kind 

of family violence one goes to study (Siee figure 1). In this study, 

police were chos~n because the role of police seems much more prominent 

than that of other authorities and, unlike most other agencies, police 

keep records on fami ly violence. (Simi lar studies are e.g. Cumming et 

.alia 1965, McClintock 1978, Nelson 1979). 

FIGURE 2. Relations between fami ly violence and pol ice house calls. 
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A crisis recorded by the police naturally does not cover all kinds of 

fami~y violence. There is a multistep selection process (figure 2) from 

the acute fami ly violence situation to.the recorded house call to the 

police. There is 'not much known of the process of notifying police and 

the selection process thereby. (Some,criteria are discussed in Peltoniemi 

, , 
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& Puuslincn 1979, based on the same material Llsed here.} One might 

expect, for instance, that cases v.Jhich come to the attention of police 

are the most aggrevated ones although there are hints that even that is 

not always so '(Cumming et alia 1965, Pe1toniemi & Puustinen 1979, shOl.-J 

some exceptions). 

Data 

The unit of this research was a house call. This is how police refer to 

situations when they go to a house to settle a conflict, after one of 'the 

disputing partners or somebody in the neighbourhood notifies the police . 

. Information about these house calls was collected by questionnaires in two 

main police distritts of the city of Helsinki. These districts have a 

staff of 331 policemen and 36 patrol cars at their dispo~al. They cover 

practically the whole city and their share ~f all house calls was 89 per 

cent in 1977. Questionnaires were completed by officers at the polic~ 

dispatch desk where telephone calls from the public are answered and 

patrol cars dispatched. Another questionnai re was completed by officers 

in patrol cars who actually went to deal wi th .the cris is., 

In 1977 there were 8 821 house calls in Helsinki. Of these 320 occurred 

during the two-week research period in the autumn of 1977 (Oct. 21st -

, Nov. 4thl. There were 222 questionnaires returned from the dispatch desk 

and 149 from patrol cars. They ,are naturally mostly overlapping so that 

~here is at least partial information on 264 of the recorded cases (83 

pe r cent). 

Reasons for non-response were later traced in discussions with police 

officers during observation periods. One distinct reason was that house 

calls center on late weekend nights which are very busy and sometimes di.d 

not allow any time to fill in the questionnaires. It was assessed from 

the interviews and observation material that the data fairly well 

represent'the actual house call situations. 

Di~tribution of house calls 

The police of Helsinki have statistics on h'ouse calls since 1974. Their 

" ' 
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number has grm'll1 irregularly, rClI1ging bc~wcen S' 821 in 1977 and 9 515 

in 1975. In 1977, there were more calls at i:he turn of the year and 

later in April (figure 3). The number of.calls is at a minimum in 

summer. Monthly fluctuation is rather low: 

FIGURE 3. Number of house calls per ~onth in Helsinki in 1977. 
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Figure 4 shows the distribution of house calls by weekday and hour: 

shaded differences in the time boxes illustrate the number of calls. 

The darker the box, the more calls weFe made. House calls are heavi ly 

concentrated on weekends and late ·nights. Saturday covers 28 per Cf~nt 

of the cases. Nearly ha 1 f (43 per cent) of the calls were made between 

6 p.m. and 10 p.m. Sunday ( 11 per cent) seems to resemb Ie weekdays. 

Perhaps the knowledge of a beginning week of work has an influence on 

social life, as the number of calls reaches a minimum on Monday (8 per 

cent) . 

Figure 4 also closely resembles a simi lar chart of the distribution of 

alcohol consumption occasions in Finland. These are also concentrated 

on weekends and the late hours (5impura 1978, 241). This already 

indi~ates that there is a potential link between family violence and the 

use of alcohol, a link supported by other data. The concentration in 

itself is natural. Cumming et alia (1965, 278) comment on a similar 

finding in thei r study by stressing the special nature of weekends as a 

socially active time when many types'of social phenomena take place. 

So the correlation does not yet reveal anything about any causal relation

ship between family violence and alcohol. 
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FIGUHE [ •. Distribution of police house c<l11s by weekday and hour. 
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. Social concentration 

House calls in Helsinki are concentrated on certain parts of the city. , 
These are areas where residential density is high, the level 9f income 

is low and where residents often live on welfare payments. This becomes 

even more evident when house calls are categorised by the form of housing .. 

There were 13 calls per 10 000 residents in subsidised housing units 

compared tq only four calls per 10 000 residents living in other types 

of. dwellings. A policeman at the dispatch desk says: "In the subsi

d~ed housing unit areas there are lots of house calls. These are the 

most regretful places to work. Many times we already know the family 

CENT 
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v/hcn. tile ·alarlll comes. it feels so hopeless to go every \veek to certain 

fan)i 1 ies and take the head of the rami ly to jai 1. I t is so sad to find 

some people's lives so full of dispair with no change for the better. 

Time after time they fight about the same matters." .. 

The names of those involved in house calls as disturbing parties'were 

compared to the files of ci~y welfare agencies and alcoho~ clinics. 

Almost half (43 per cent) of the cases recorded in this study were found 

to be clients of these ~gencies. Due to the poor recording methods 

police used in collecting'the complete names andadkesses, these figures 

most probably are minimum estimates. Simi lar findings appear in· 

McClintock (1978), Nelson (1979) and Thompson (1978). The same is also 

found in Finnish refuges, in which there is a str~ng overrepresentation 

of lower c,lass cl ients (Peltoniemi 1980). 

In spite of the fact that police intervention is a response to an 

acute crisis, these crises seem to take'place quite chronicly in some 

fami 1 ies. Every fourth house call made during the, research period were 

to places already known'by the police. In fact there is a "list of 

trouble cases" on the dispatch desk visible next to the microphone. The 

list contains addresses for which house call alarms are frequently made. 

Addresses include brief remarks, like ,"has a gun", "a vicious dog", 

"a very ,aggressive former wrestler" and so on. These places are regarded 

as dangerous and usually two patrol cars are sent. 

The same chronic family violence also occurs in Finnish refug~s. Duri?g 

the first six months of operation 11 per ~ent of calls were repeated 

(Pe1toniemi 1980). 

Data on house calls seems to indicate that fami ly violence is c~n

centrated on the !ower social strata. Police officers often referred 

to cases of family violence in middle or upper class families although 

few such cases existed in the actual data. A fe~ cases were, however, 

recorded during the research period. 

Content of house calls 

The house call usually begins with a phone call. The person asking for 

'. 
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hclp is usually the spouse (42 pcr ccn0 or some other near relative. 

Outsiders (neighbour, housekeeper) making call~ form about one third of 

calls. Approx!mately one half of the house calls were conflicts between 

spouses. ~onflicis between other fami ly members were also common, 

especially conflicts between parents and teenage ~hildren. The researched 

house ColIs can be divided into three types: 

Fami ly conflicts (60 per cent) 
Conflicts between the fami ly and outsiders (16 per cent) 
Non-fami ly conflicts (24 per cent) 

About one fourth of the house calls cannot easily be inciuded in family 

violence but are rather quarrels between drunken persons drinking in a 

home environment. The classification also reveals the complexity of the 

situations. Besides marital violence an important group is violence 

between one or both of the parents and teenage children. Often the 

situation was that an adult son threatened his mother to get some money. 

In,some conflicts a close outsider (sometimes even a lover of the wife) 

was involved in the marital dispute. 

In two out of three house calls the main disturbing party was a male. 

pplice estimated that in every seventh case a female was clearly more in 

the role of a disturbing ~arty and in the remainder of the cases it was 

hard to determintt who caused disturbance and who was the victim. In 

interviews policemen also stressed that in recent years the proportion 

of females causing disturbance in house calls had rapidly increased. 

Children were the object of battery only in three cases. Similarly in 

'Finnish refuges, violence against young children was recorded only in 

eight per- cent of the cases ,(Peltoniemi 1980). Though fami ly violence 

was not usually directed towards children, ,they often witnessed quarreling. 

In 42 per cent of the researched c~ses there were small children in the 

house. Even verbal family violence between adults may of course be harm

ful to the children as they do not understand the quarrel between their 

parents but feel concerned and worried about it (cf. Cork 1969). This 

fin~ing al~o seems t6 confirm that violence on small chi ldren and on 

adults are different. 

\, 
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The cou rsc of ,,'yen ts 

Most house cal I conflicts are characterised by verbal arguments, shouts, 

threate~ing expressions and destruction of property. Threatening may 

have some physical traits as e.g. pushing. House calls ar~, however, not 

as violent as one vJOuld imagine. In every fourth case (26 per cent) some 

member of the conflict has been battered: in nearly half (45 per cent) of 

the cases this was the wife and in ten per cent of the cases it was the' 

husband: In Fi.nnish refuges, more physical violence was experienced. In , 
nearly half (47 per cent),"of the cases there had been ~lemonts of physical 

violenc~ (Peltoniemi 1930). 

The small amount of biitte(ing is surprising as it is expected that the 

police are, probably called most often in a real emergency. This finding 

seems so to justify the differentiation between physical and verbal 

fami ly violence. 

Table 1. Content of.conflicts evoking police house calls. 

Number Per cent of 1 
all confl i cts 1 

Loud arguing 56 '38 

Threatening behaviour 64 ~3 
Destruction of property 22 15 

Th rowi ng family member (s) out of the house 14 9 

Battery 39 26 

, Not known 12 8 

Total 207 1392) 
..f 

IN=149 

2The percentage exceeds 100 because more than one event may be reported 
in a given conflict. 

Alcohol 

The viewpoint of the police is that alcohol almost always has a role in 

quarrels which result in house calls. A poli.ceman states: "If the cause 
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of the house ci.1:1 is not Cl,drLlnkcn person it is Cl qucslion or 0 111cnullly 

&isturbed person. When sober peopJe are quarrel ing they do not cal I the 

pol ice. 11 

Of a total of 320 house'calls 39 involved cases of battery. In these 

cases the assaulting party was nearly invariably drunk (90 per cent) and 

in 58 per cent of the cases both p'arties were drunk. In ,Finnish refuges, 

somebody involved in the la'st acute crisis had been drinking, in 64 per cent 

of the cases (Peltoniemi 1980). Earlier it was shown how police house 

calls are concentrated la,rgely on the same times. when alcohol is consumed 

in Finland. According to Wolfgang & Ferracuti (1967) alcohol is often 

involved in violence in general. Fami ly violence seems in this respect 

be similar to other kinds of violence. 

The role of the police 

The po 1 i cernen in He 1 sink i fee 1 that house ca 11 s do not b,e long to the 

tlreal work of the police". The statement is linked to the finding that 

in house cal Is the police turn from a professional to an amateur 

(Cumming et alia 1965,227). Police feel that the role of maintaining 

order is closer to their ideal and feel uneasy about the role ofa peace

maker. (On these two roles of pol ice: see Manni,ng 1977, 112, Banton 

1964) . 

In spite of the uneasiness police feel in dealing with house calls which 

differ from their traditional role, a good peacemaker is appreciated by 

the police. The police also emphasize that they like to resolve conflicts 

through discussion rather than with the traditional more severe measures. 

In real ity, however, pol ice usually seem to rely more on concrete measur{',.; 

(table 2). One sign of this is that th.e police stayed inside a residence 

only on an average of 25 minutes. In most cases, calming down the parties 

through discussion received attention, but instead the measures taken 

were concrete. Discussion alone was resorted to in 15 per cent of the 

cases. 



Table 2," Measures taken by. the police in house calls: 

No measures needed as 

the qisturbing party had left the residence 
before police entered 

the s i tuat ion ca I med down once po lice 
entered 

Measures taken by 

reasoning wiih disputing ~artners 

removing disturbing party from residence 

taking disturbing party to jail 

Total 

(No information in 7 cases) 

Numbe r 

20 

10 

21 

42 

49 

142' 

Per cent 

14 

7 

15 

30 

34 

100 

12 

In about two thirds of the cases some concrete measures are taken by 

either removing the d)sturbing party from the residence or by arresting 

the person, Police rarely take any further steps. Only in 13 per cent 

(or 20) of the cases did police resort to some other agency and usually 

that involved the investigation office of the police. In some more 

. cases (38 per cent or 56) police advised a partner in the crisis to con

tact other agencies. Also here, referral advice most often concerned the 

investigation office of the police or hospital, both in order to bring 

~-case to court'against the assaulting. (According to the Finnish Penal 

Code the victim and not the police has to·bring the case to court in 

minor ass~~lts.) Problems in' the role of " the police in the treatment of 

family violence have been noted especially in Canada and the USA, and 

special crisis intervention systems ha~e been developed (see Wolfgang & 

Ferracuti 1967, 301-303, Bard & Zacker 1974, Jaffe et alia 1978), 

Oi scuss i on 

The distribution of family violence in different social strata and the 

role of different social problems in it seem to be controv~rsial issues 

in public debate, Much of the old eve'ryday knowledge is presented as 
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false myths. Steinmetz f, Straus (197 l,) to_nu!llL' class myth, 'sex myth aile] 
\ 

catharsis myth and many others. Pizzey (1974) adds the alcohol myth to 

the 1 ist. A c1.oser look at these myths· often 'reve~:l1s that this is a 

question of cOntrpversial explanation theories and that Ii ttle evidence 

is providea for or against these myths. Various'samples and methods of 

studies also often make a reliable comparison of results very difficult, 

if at all possible and complicates reviewing the literature. I con-

centrate here on two findings in this study which seem to have .the most 

practical consequences: concentration of fami ly 'violence on lower social 

strata and the powerful rp'le of alcohol in house calls. 

Steinmetz & Straus. (1974, 7) state that lithe evidence for concluding that 

working class and lower class families are more violent than middle class 

families is by no means clear.11 Later, however, they conclude that it is 

likely that fami ly violence increases the lower one goes in the social 

strata continuum. This could be explained, for instance, by Goodels 

(1977) resource theory, pointing out how lower class people have fewer 

possibilities to solve their crisis and therefore use more violence. There 

are many studies whic~ seem to confirm the strong overrepresentation of 

family violence in lower social strata (McClintock 1978, Nelson 1979, 
lhompson 1978). 

It is certainly important to make surveys of fami ly violence in differ

ent subgroups of society ~s well as in different cultures to be able to 

compare the nature and incidence of family' violence. In studies which 

show differences in the incidence of family violence there is also nearly 

always the comment stressi'ng the fact that "fami ly violence is more 

I ikely to become visible in lower social strata. 11 From a treatment-
, 

oriented point of view, this is equally important. To be able to treat 

family violence we need to know the mechani'sm which possibly causes that 

family violence diversely comes to the attention of the authorities and 

treatment organisations (and researchers). 

Cumming et alia (1965, 286) state how "onl y a certain kind of citizen 

take' his marit~l troubles to (the police).11 A Finnish policeman in 

Helsinki states that a policeman "reall y has to think over intervening 

in a conflict in a well-to-do family.11 These statements point to the 

different appearance of family violence, not only from the side of 
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famil ics but also from the 'standpoint of.the authori ties. So instc~d 

of just referring to possible differences, e~pirical research on this 

aspect is needed. 

Thompson & Glilby' (1979,7) regretfully state that lithe issue of whether 

or not alcohol is related to family a$saults cannot be determined by 

reviewing the 1 i terature." There are here a number of studies showing 

positive correlation between family violence and alcohol (Gayford 1978,· 

Nelson 1979, Thompson & Gilby 1979) and others where correlation is 

found to be much smaller (Bard & Zacker 1974, Dobash & Dobash 1977) . 

. Both findings may naturally hold as much truth, as researched populations 

often markedly di ffer. Again there is 1 ittle empi rical evidence avai lable 

on th 1.5 po in t. Epste i n et ali a (1977, 552) state how: "despi te hi stori cal 

and popular acceptance of ~lcohol·ls role in marital violence, modern day 

empirical evidence to support such claims is quite limited. 11 Further and 

deeper research is urgently called for in this respect as it certainly is 

of 'great practical importan.ce in the treatment of fami ly violence. 

And, finally, it seems to me' that' even the concept of family violence 

need~ greater clar{fication before we can successfully try to treat thfs 

problem. Family violence has been understood too simply as a totality. 

! feel that there is a complex phenomenon in. question, ahd perhaps even 

several phenomena loosely interlinked. To treat family violence 

properly would require an understanding of this complexity a~d the treat

ment of each. kind of fami ly violence in a specific manner. Family 

violence in thi~ way largely resembles the concept of alcoholism wfiith 

was thought to be a total concept and was not really broken down into 
. " 

. different subfactors unti I very recently. 
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